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Every business has a human side and every work story does too. It’s a known fact that the one 
with the better story wins. In today’s day and age, the only way to cut through the noise is by 
either saying something remarkably different, or by saying something differently. Stories are 
the best way to communicate. That is why, when it comes to emphasizing a point, leaders 
use stories.

This workshop will help you leverage business storytelling:

Broad topics that get covered during this program:

▪ The role of stories in business

▪ Ingredients of a good story

▪ How to say more with less

▪ Story Structure, presentation or pitch

▪ How to tell stories using data and numbers

▪ Building your story bank to tell the right story at the right time

▪ There is pre-work and post class assignments during the course of the program

The Art of 
Business 
Storytelling

Cost –£250
Intact teams by request

Duration – 4 x 2 
hours

Course Description

“If you wish to influence an individual or a group to embrace a 
particular value in their daily lives, tell them a compelling story.” -

Annette Simmons

ST-2020-1

Learning
Methodology

Class Max: 24
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Insights are hypothesis or conclusions that one draws based on the data that's on 
the dashboards. Insights are the final step to influence people to take action, and a 
step that many business folks don’t reach while making data presentations. 

Our data storytelling program is spread over 3 short duration sessions, and it’s 
delivered virtually by our data storytellers. We cover principle and techniques that 
make data easily digestible and insightful. While we don't train people on data 
visualisation tools, we do focus on how to visualise data using different types of 
charts, graphs, images etc.  and use narrative techniques to bring it alive. 

.

Storytelling 
through Data

Duration – 3 x 2 
hours

Course Description

Cost –£200
Intact teams by request

ST-2020-2

Learning
Methodology

Broad topics that get covered during this program: 
• Why wrap data into a story
• Principles of Data Storytelling
• How to craft a compelling narrative using numbers
• How to make a value prop using data 

There is pre-work and post class assignments during the course of the 
program

Class Max: 24
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The world is changing rapidly & leaders need to adapt quickly too. The core 
functional skills that took businesses to great heights before Covid Era, would now 
need to be complimented with refined behavioural skills to keep businesses afloat 
and teams engaged & motivated.

With the growing insecurities and issues around lack of trust & empathy, leaders 
would need to connect with their people more authentically and inspire them to 
align themselves to the organisational and departmental goals..

Inspirational 
Leadership

Duration – 3 x 2 
hours

Course Description

Cost –£200
Intact teams by request

ST-2020-2

Learning
Methodology

Our inspirational Leadership program is delivered virtually over 3 short 
sessions. This course aims to simplify Leadership communication using very 
advanced, and simple frameworks that can enable anyone to communicate 
with impact and inspire action. 
The key objective is to leave every participant with a deep reflection on their 
personal leadership styles and ideas on how to inspire their teams. 

• 5 Things leaders do to become better storytellers
• Elements of a Good Story
• Stories Leaders Tell

There is pre-work and post class assignments during the course of the 
program

Class Max: 24
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Amidst the brand stories that exist, the better one always wins. Ensure that 
brand story and consumer aspirations are aligned in every aspect of your 
marketing strategy.

Brand storytelling will help your marketing teams articulate and tell their 
brand story better by empowering them with the art of storytelling.

▪ Understand story, structure and patterns

▪ Develop the brand story

▪ Tell the brand story

▪ What goes viral and why

▪ Social Media storytelling

Brand 
Storytelling

Duration – 4 x 2 
hours

‘Marketing is no longer about the stuff you make but 
about the stories you tell.’ – Seth Godin, author, 

entrepreneur

Course Description

Cost –£250
Intact teams by request

ST-2020-3

Class Max: 24
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Meet your 
facilitators

ST-2020-A

“People don’t want more 
information. They are up to 

their eyeballs in 
information. They want 
faith–faith in you, your 

goals, your success, in the 
story you tell.” -Annette 

Simmons

Storytelling is by far the 
most underrated skill in 
business - Gary 
Vaynerchuk


